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This volume gathers together the numerous essays by the Iranian metaphysician and
ontologist, Seyyed Hossein Nasr, on Islamic philosophers and the intricate relationship
between Persian culture and its philosophical schools. Brought together into a single
volume for the first time, these essays span four decades of Nasr's prolific and learned
scholarship on the development of Islamic philosophy, as well as the general history of
Islam, and expound his belief that philosophy is not merely a rational but a sacred
activity.
Considering silk as a major force of cross-cultural interaction, this book examines the
integration of silk production and consumption into various cultures in the pre-modern
world.
A Pulitzer Prize-winning intelligence reporter presents a narrative account of a
mysterious Jordanian agent that describes how he infiltrated both al-Qaeda and the CIA
before killing himself and seven CIA operatives in a suicide bombing, an event that
revealed sobering agency weaknesses. Reprint.
ALISHER NAVOI: LIFE & POEMS Translation & Introduction by Paul Smith Alisher
Navoi (1441 - 1501) was a Central Asian Turkic Sufi poet, politician, linguist, scientist,
author, calligrapher, art-patron, intellectual, painter, builder... of Uyghur origin who was
born and lived in Herat (now north-western Afghanistan). He is generally known by his
pen name Navoi ('the weeper'). Under the pen name Navoi, Alisher was among the key
writers who revolutionized the literary use of the Turkic languages. Navoi himself wrote
primarily in the Chagatai language and produced 30 works over a period of 30 years,
during which Chagatai became accepted as a prestigious and well-respected literary
language. Navoi also wrote in Persian (under the pen name of Fani, and to a much
lesser degree in Arabic and Hindi. Navoi's best-known poems are found in his four
divans, or poetry collections, which total roughly 50,000 couplets. Each part of the work
corresponds to a different period of a person's life. Many of his gazels & robai's are
represented in this translation in the correct forms for the first time. Introduction: Turkish
& Sufi Poetry, Life & Times of Alisher Navoi, Selected Bibliography. 120 pages
~Introduction to Sufi Poets Series~ AATISH, ASHGAR, AHMED YESEVI, 'AISHAH AlBA'UNIYAH, AMIR KHUSRAU, ANSARI, ANVARI, AL-MA'ARRI, 'ARIFI, 'ATTAR, ABU
SA'ID, AUHAD UD-DIN, BABA FARID, BABA AZFAL, BABA TAHIR, BEDAR, BEDIL,
BULLEH SHAH, DARA SHIKOH, DARD, FAIZI, GHALIB, GHANI KASHMIRI, HAFIZ,
HALI, HASAN DEHLAVI, HATEF, HUMA, IBN 'ARABI, IBN YAMIN, IBN AL-FARID,
IQBAL, INAYAT KHAN, 'IRAQI, JAHAN KHATUN, JAMI, JIGAR, KAMAL AD-DIN,
KABIR, KHAQANI, KHAYYAM, LALLA DED, MAHSATI, MAKHFI, MANSUR HALLAJ,
MIR, MOMIN, MU'IN UD-DIN CHISHTI, NAZIR, NESIMI, NIZAMI, NUND RISHI,
OBEYD ZAKANI, PAUL, QUTUB SHAH, RABI'A, RAHIM, RAHMAN BABA, RUMI,
SADI, SA'IB, SANA'I, SARMAD, SAUDA, SEEMAB, SHABISTARI, SHAH LATIF,
SHAH NI'MAT'ULLAH, SHEFTA, SULTAN BAHU, URFI, WALI, YUNUS EMRE,
ZAFAR, ZAUQ, EARLY ARABIC, PERSIAN, URDU, TURKISH, AFGHAN SUFI
POETS. 90-120 pages Paul Smith (b. 1945) is a poet, author and translator of many
books of Sufi poets from the Persian, Arabic, Urdu, Turkish, Pashtu and other
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languages including Hafiz, Sadi, Nizami, Rumi, 'Attar, Sana'i, Jahan Khatun, Obeyd
Zakani, Mu'in, Amir Khusrau, Nesimi, Kabir, Anvari, Ansari, Jami, Khayyam, Rudaki,
and others, and his own poetry, fiction, biographies, plays, children's books and
screenplays. amazon.com/author/smithpa
The Persian epic that inspired Eric Clapton's unforgettable love song "Layla" and that Lord
Byron called "the Romeo and Juliet of the East," in a masterly new translation A Penguin
Classic The iconic love story of the Middle East, by a twelfth-century Persian poet who has
been compared to Shakespeare for his subtlety, inventiveness, and dramatic force, Layli and
Majnun tells of star-crossed lovers whose union is tragically thwarted by their families and
whose passion continues to ripple out across the centuries. Theirs is a love that lasts a lifetime,
and in Nezami's immortal telling, erotic longing blends with spiritual self-denial in an allegory of
Sufi aspiration, as the amenities of civilization give way to the elemental wilderness, desire is
sublimated into a mystical renunciation of the physical world, and the soul confronts its
essence. This is a tour de force of Persian literature, in a translation that captures the
extraordinary power and virtuosity of the original.
This textbook has been designed to emphasize the differences between languages and how
this affects the translation of a text from one language into another. It is based upon the
principle that the translator must first know the meaning of the source text before he can
translate it into the receptor language. Meaning is presented as a structure which stands
behind any text. Meaning-based, rather than form-based, translation is the goal of the
textbook.
?????? ??????? ???????? ?????? ? ?????? ????????, ?????????????? ?? ?????????????
??????-???????????? ??????????? «???????????????? ???????? ??????????? ?????????
?????? ? ?????????????».
In this study of the modern Uzbeks, Professor Edward A. Allworth provides a comprehensive
and authoritative survey of an important group of Muslim people who live within the boundaries
of the Soviet Union. After the Russians and the Ukranians, the Uzbeks are the largest ethnic
group in the Soviet Union and the strongest of a number of Muslim communities that populate
the vast region of Central Asia.

???????????????? ???????? ??????????? ????????? ?????? ? ?????????????.
??????? ?????? ? ??????? ???????? ????????????? ??????- ????????????
??????????? 28 ??????? 2020 ?.Litres
The Identification Officer Passbook(R) prepares you for your test by allowing you
to take practice exams in the subjects you need to study. It provides hundreds of
questions and answers in the areas that will likely be covered on your upcoming
exam, including but not limited to: knowledge of the taking, classifying and
analyzing of fingerprints; knowledge of the principles and practices of modern
photography; ability to understand and interpret written material; principles and
practices of supervision and/or interpersonal relations; and more.
This beautiful and informative enhanced ebook—so comprehensive it had to be
split into two volumes, ebook 1 and ebook 2—offers a detailed introduction to the
musical heritage of Central Asia for readers and listeners worldwide. Music of
Central Asia balances "insider" and "outsider" perspectives with contributions by
27 authors from 14 countries. This stunning electronic book allows readers the
opportunity to deeply engage with source material through over 180 embedded
audio and video, pop-up study questions, transliterations and translations of
performed texts, and direct links to the companion website
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(www.musicofcentralasia.org). The audio and video examples include
transliterations and translations of the performed texts and a follow-along feature
highlights the song lyrics in the text, as the audio samples play. This generously
illustrated book is supplemented with boxes and sidebars, musician profiles, and
an illustrated glossary of musical instruments, making it an indispensable
resource for both general readers and specialists. Ebook 1 includes part I, "Music
and Culture in Central Asia," an introductory overview of the music and musical
instruments of Central Asia, and part II, "The Nomadic World," which focuses on
music and musical life in historically nomadic regions of Central Asia. Ebook 2
contains part III, "The World of Sedentary Dwellers," which focuses on music and
musical life in historically settled regions of Central Asia, and part IV, "Central
Asian Music in the Age of Globalization," which addresses "the future of the
past," focusing on cultural revitalization and renewal, tradition-based popular
music, and contemporary music inspired but not constrained by tradition.
The fourteen original chapters included in the present volume document
innovations in second and foreign language teaching that are rooted in
Vygotsky's theory of cognitive development. Researchers and language teaching
practitioners will find implementations at the classroom and programmatic levels
of Vygotskian principles and concepts.
Ethnographers helped to perceive, to understand and also to shape imperial as well as Soviet
Russia?s cultural diversity. This volume focuses on the contexts in which ethnographic
knowledge was created. Usually, ethnographic findings were superseded by imperial
discourse: Defining regions, connecting them with ethnic origins and conceiving national
entities necessarily implied the mapping of political and historical hierarchies. But beyond
these spatial conceptualizations the essays particularly address the specific conditions in
which ethnographic knowledge appeared and changed. On the one hand, they turn to the
several fields into which ethnographic knowledge poured and materialized, i.e., history,
historiography, anthropology or ideology. On the other, they equally consider the impact of the
specific formats, i.e., pictures, maps, atlases, lectures, songs, museums, and exhibitions, on
academic as well as non-academic manifestations.
Gibson believes that four times in ancient history the Arab people united and poured out of the
deserts to conquer other nations. The first is described in the Qur'an as the people of 'Ad.
Gibson identifies 'Ad with the Edomites and the Hyksos supported by various archaeological
proofs. Years later Arabia united again under the Midianites. Some centuries later the
Nabataeans unite Arabia. The Qur'an calls them the people of Thamud. In 600 AD the Arabian
Peninsula was united under the flag of Islam.But there is more to this book than a study of the
four times when the Arabs demonstrated their greatness. This book also examines the
geographical references in the Qur'an cross-referencing them with historical locations. The
surprise comes when Gibson examines the Holy City of Islam, known as Mecca. Here Gibson
finds evidence that the original Holy City was in northern Arabia in the city of Petra. He
theorizes that during an Islamic civil war the Ka'ba was destroyed and the Black Rock moved
to its present location. Gibson examines archaeological, historical and literary evidence that
support this theory. This book contains many references, as well as some useful appendices
including a 32 page time line of Islamic history from 550 AD - 1095 AD, and a 20 page
annotated selected bibliography of early Islamic sources in chronological order from 724 AD 1100 AD plus a list of many early Qur'anic manuscripts. Easy to read, fully referenced with
many illustrations and photos.
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In the Middle Ages the astrolabe was the best known and most widely used astronomical
instrument both in the Islamic world and in the West. The oldest extant description of the
construction of this instrument was written by the well-known Arabic astronomer al-Farghani
(Baghdad, ca. 856). His treatise is especially valuable because of the tables it contains to
enable an artificer to draw the various circles and arcs on the instrument. The Arabic text of
this work, including the tables, is presented here for the first time in a critical edition,
accompanied by an English translation and a commentary reproducing al-Farghani's reasoning
in modern mathematical notation.
South Asia represents an extravagantly diverse region with a multitude of asymmetrical
characteristics with regard to size, population, biodiversity and economy. Governance and
Security issues in South Asia incarnates a comprehensive peep into the nature, gravity,
navigation and drivers of governance and security issues across the South Asian region. While
canvassing the different aspects of governance and security issues in the region, the authors
have critically portrayed security dilemmas and governance pitfalls. The book is useful for
academicians, policy makers, scholars, researchers, development professionals, think tanks
and people involved in South Asian affairs.

The Language of the Birds is a masterpiece of Eastern Turkish literature (now Uzbek),
and was written by one of Central Asia’s most prominent poets, Alisher Nava’i, shortly
before his death in 1501. The story begins with the birds of the world realizing they are
far from their king and so they begin their arduous journey with the assistance of the
wise bird Hoopoe as their guide. Hoopoe listens to their complaints and excuses along
the way and encourages them to seek true life even though the journey is sometimes
painful. This epic poem in prose form contains many anecdotes and stories from the
oral history of the Silk Road and Islam. Through this story, people are exhorted to rise
above any excuse they might have in their spiritual pilgrimage. Alisher Nava’i
(1441-1501) is renowned in Central Asia for his numerous writings and lasting influence
in Uzbekistan as well as the contemporary Central Asian republics. In modern
Uzbekistan, Nava’i is revered above all other poets and his presence is still found –
streets, museums, and even a province and city are name after him. His proverbs are
found throughout Central Asia and he is considered the father of the Uzbek language.
His words for peace and against oppression are as timely today as they were 5
centuries ago. Nava’i lived in Herat, Afghanistan. His writings, endowments, and his life
example have had lasting influence in Central Asia. In The Language of the Birds, we
are introduced to what Nava’i thought is important in life. It is a world of love that goes
beyond the rational and is ready to endure anything for the beloved. This book is for
anyone who values great historical literature, as well as those needing inspiration in his
or her own pilgrimage in life.
Our notebooks feature wraparound artwork with an anti-scuff matte cover. Inside, there
is room for writing notes, stories, and ideas. It can be used as a notebook, journal,
diary, or composition book. This paperback notebook has 100 wide ruled pages. High
quality paper means minimal show-through even when you use heavy ink! Available
separately in lined, bullet dot grid, and unlined versions. Perfect gift idea for kids, girls,
boys, teens, tweens, and adults who love writing
Critical Approaches to Food in Children’s Literature is the first scholarly volume on the
topic, connecting children's literature to the burgeoning discipline of food studies.
Following the lead of historians like Mark Kurlansky, Jeffrey Pilcher and Massimo
Montanari, who use food as a fundamental node for understanding history, the essays
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in this volume present food as a multivalent signifier in children’s literature, and make a
strong argument for its central place in literature and literary theory. Written by some of
the most respected scholars in the field, the essays between these covers tackle texts
from the nineteenth century (Rudyard Kipling’s Kim) to the contemporary (Dave
Pilkey’s Captain Underpants series), the U.S. multicultural (Asian-American) to the
international (Ireland, Brazil, Mexico). Spanning genres such as picture books, chapter
books, popular media, and children’s cookbooks, contributors utilize a variety of
approaches, including archival research, cultural studies, formalism, gender studies,
post-colonialism, post-structuralism, race studies, structuralism, and theology.
Innovative and wide-ranging, Critical Approaches to Food in Children’s Literature
provides us with a critical opportunity to puzzle out the significance of food in children’s
literature.
Akbarn?ma, or The History of Akbar, by Abu'l-Fazl (d. 1602), is one of the most
important works of Indo-Persian history and a touchstone of prose artistry. Marking a
high point in a long, rich tradition of Persian historical writing, it served as a model for
historians across the Persianate world. The work is at once a biography of the Mughal
emperor Akbar (r. 1556-1605) that includes descriptions of his political and martial feats
and cultural achievements, and a chronicle of sixteenth-century India. The fifth volume
details the bellicose seventeenth to twenty-second years of Akbar's reign, including
accounts of the conquest of Gujarat, the capture of Rohtas fort from rebel Afghans, and
the invasions of Patna and Bengal. The Persian text, presented in the Naskh script, is
based on a careful reassessment of the primary sources.
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